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An
Unrecognized
Clinical Reality
An 86 year old man is brought to clinic by his son for
a several year history of decline. He has
withdrawn from life and spends all his time
sitting in a chair dozing. He has had several
recent falls.
PMH diabetes on oral agent, HBP
Meds HCTZ, glipizide
Exam shows deficits in cognition specifically
construction, sequencing, recall and language.
He has a slow shuffling gait and increased tone.
His affect is flat and he states that life is not
worth living.
He is diagnosed with dementia and depression and
given a cane.

Brain-related gait abnormalities in
older people are often ignored or
attributed to “normal aging”.

“senile gait”

An unexplained and disabling problem
“My legs don’t move
when my brain tells
them to. It’s very
frustrating”
GHW Bush

Does the CNS play a role in this woman’s walking?

Aging doesn’t have to mean slow walking

Population Impact
The ability to think and to move are essential for independent living.
Loss of either or both lead to disability and dependence.
Disorders of cognition and movement are common and often coexist
in older people

Cognitive Impairment

Mobility Impairment

• Prevalence age 75: 5% M and F
• Prevalence age 85: 12% M 20% F
• Major contributor to disability, need
for caregiver, long term care

• Prevalence age 75 20% M 30% F
• Prevalence age 85 40% M 60% F
• Major contributor to disability,
need for caregiver, long term care

Guralnik and Ferrucci Epidemiology of Aging in Hazzard text 6th Ed

Thinking and Moving
must be studied
together
• Extensive epidemiological evidence supports
interrelationships between cognition and movement
• Brain networks for movement overlap with networks for
cognition
• Thinking and Moving share behavioral and etiological factors
that can drive new insights into prevention and treatment

Epidemiology: Gait speed predicts decline
in cognitive function
Health ABC

Inzitari et al
Neuroepidemiology 2007

Many others starting in 2002 with Verghese NEJM

Epidemiology: Baseline cognition
predicts 3 year change in gait speed
Health ABC Atkinson 2010

Atkinson et al
JGMS 2007

The Alzheimers Association discovers
walking predicts dementia
Ryan Jaslow CBS News July 16, 2012, 10:35 AM
Slowed walking speed may be early predictor of Alzheimer's
decline
(CBS News) New research suggests how a person walks may
predict whether they'll develop Alzheimer's disease, a
degenerative, incurable brain disease that affects 5.4 million
Americans.
Four new studies presented at the Alzheimer's Association
International Conference in Vancouver, Canada, tied walking
ability to memory and cognitive decline, and may one day
help doctors diagnose the disease earlier, researchers say.

The effect of reduced prefrontal brain area on
slow gait is mediated by information processing
speed
M Albert (personal communication): DSST is the
strongest predictor of future dementia in their cohort

A model of lifespan effects
on motor control
Molecular basis of age-related loss of neuroplasticity
Structural and functional brain changes

Decreased learning
Increased variability
Loss of brain reserve
Slowed movement and cognition

Dementia
Dismobility

Motor
Skill
a link between
gait and cognition

What is Motor Skill?
Smooth efficient learned movement
created through motor maps
Characteristics of Novice and Skilled Motor Actions

Novice movement
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Skilled movement

Behavioral and Peripheral factors
guided, discontinuous movement, irregular velocity profile o
non-guided, continuous movement, smooth velocity profile
task-oriented practice necessary for acquisition of motor
o
practice necessary to achieve and maintain motor expertise
sequence learning
(automaticity)
multiple muscles often activated in a cocontraction
o
multiple muscles activated sequentially in brief bursts
pattern
o
preplanned motor sequence
movement sequence variable
o
movement acceleration and deceleration programmed
submovements, with stops and starts redirecting path to
together
movement target

Central factors
brain activity in fronto-parietal [cortico-cortico] pattern of o
brain activity in cortico-basal ganglia, cortico-cerebellar
connections
circuits
sustained, generalized pattern of brain activity
o
brief, specific ‘efficient’ pattern of brain activity
cingulate motor area activity high
o
reduced cingulate motor area activity

Vanswearingen and Studenski JGMS 2014

Walking is a learned motor skill

Motor Learning: theory of neuroplasticity and
long term potentiation

Effect of aging?
Response in the setting of brain pathology?

Signs of Loss of Motor Skill
OVERT
• Generalized Slowing
 motor function
 psychomotor function

SUBCLINICAL
• Inefficient
 Increased energy cost
 Variable
• Reduced reserve
 Dual task cost
• Reduced plasticity
 Slow and incomplete motor learning

SLOWING IS A MAJOR
INDICATOR OF HEATLH IN AGING

Movement slows with age

Gait Speed and Survival
Consortium analysis of over 34,000 older adults
followed for up to 21 years
Health
ABC
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Gait speed and Survival
men
%
alive
at 5
years

%
alive
at 10
years
JAMA Jan 5,
2011

NOMOGRAMS
Median
survival for
age and
gender at
about 0.8
m/sec

Speeds of
1.0 m/sec
or higher
suggest
healthy
aging

women

FOREST PLOT

Gait Speed and Disability
Gait Speed as a screen for current
disability
Gait
speed

Male

Female

Se
0.5 m/s .37
0.6
.49
0.7
.60
0.8
.81
0.9
.91
1.0
.94

Sp
.95
.91
.85
.75
.63
.45

Cstatistic
N
Mean GS

0.832
163/4042
0.977

Se
.53
.62
.73
.79
.87
.92

Sp
.93
.87
.78
.65
.51
.31

0.807
474/11416
0.868

Gait Speed and incident
disability over 3 years

Gait Speed and risk of cardiac surgery
J Am Coll Cardiol. 2010 Nov
9;56(20):1668-76.

Surgical risk score with
> 30 factors

5 meter walking speed
dichotomized at 6 sec=
about 0.83 m/sec

PostOP Morbidity=
stroke, renal failure,
prolonged ventilation,
deep infections or need
for reoperation

Gait speed alone did as well as 30+ factor
risk score
Both together were better than either alone

PSYCHOMOTOR SLOWING
• Controversial concept
• Is processing speed an
indicator of fundamental
brain function?
• What is actually being
measured: perception,
retrieval, movement
initiation….?

Digit symbol substitution test

Psychomotor slowing and Incident TMF
CHS data

Variability

Key Concepts of
Variable Performance across the
lifespan
• In addition to mean
performance, variability in
cognitive and movement
performance differs across the
lifespan.
• Change in variability or
increased variability under
stress may be early/subclinical
indicators of a changing
neurological system.

MacDonald 2006 Trends in Neuroscience

Gait Variability
Jennifer S. Brach, PhD, PT, GCS
NIA Beeson Scholar
Department of Physical Therapy
University of Pittsburgh

regular

irregular

Gait Variability is irregularly irregular timing and spacing of steps

Aspects of Gait Variability and Aging
Stance Time Variability Predicts Decline in Mobility
Model

HR (CI)

P

1

1.26 (1.15, 1.37)

<.0001

2

1.15 (1.04, 1.27)

.007

3

1.13 (1.02, 1.25)

.02

4

1.13 (1.01, 1.27)

.03

Model 2: Model 1 + gait speed

Brach et al, 2007

(linear regressions adjusted for age, gender, and race)
Stance
Time
Variability
CNS

Finger Tap

Model 3: Model 2+ age, gender, and race

Trails A

Model 4: Model 3 + chronic conditions, medications, health
status, physical activity

Trails B

Step Width Variability and Fall History

DSST
Sensory

50
45

Vibration

40

% Fallen Past Year

Contributors to Variable Gait

3MS

Model 1: Stance time variability

35
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30

Strength

25
20

Grip

15
10

Chair stand

5
0

Low
Moderate
High
(n=17)
(n=457)
(n=31)
Step Width Variability

Brach et al

LE pain

Depression

Step
Length
Variability

Step
Width
Variability

Rosano et al J Gerontol A Biol Sci Med Sci. 2008

Brain and gait

Shorter steps and longer double support
times were associated with smaller
sensorimotor regions and also with
smaller frontoparietal regions within
the motor, visuospatial, and cognitive
processing speed domains.

Odds ratios

Sparto et al Exp Brain Res. 2008

Step initiation is prolonged as task
complexity and white matter burden
increase

Rosano Neuroepidemiology 2007

brain infarct ≥1
(n = 82)

basal ganglia
infarct ≥1 (n =
60)

WMH ≥3 (n = 104)

1st (CV <3.6)

2.3 (1.1–5.1)

2.3 (0.9–5.8)

1.5 (0.7–3.4)

2nd (CV 3.6–4.5)

1.0

1.0

1.0

3rd (CV 4.6–5.9)

1.9 (0.8–4.2)

2.0 (0.8–5.2)

1.63 (0.8–3.5)

4th (CV >5.9)

2.9 (1.3–6.3)

3.2 (1.3–7.8)

1.96 (0.9–4.2)

Quartiles of stance
time variability

Gait variability is associated with
subclinical brain vascular abnormalities

BLSA
approach
to gait and
cognition

Central nervous system:
Frontal, sensorimotor, parietal,
subcortical, cerebellum

•
•
•

•

Other factors:
Demographics: age, sex
Cardiopulmonary system
Peripheral nervous system:
Sensory, vision, vestibular,
proprioception
Musculoskeletal system:
Joint,muscle

Increased intra-individual
variability in performance

Qu (Teresa) Tian

Overall slowing
e.g. poorer physical and
cognitive performance; &
faster decline
Tian, Q. & Studenski S.

1. Neural correlates of walking speed

Central nervous system:
Frontal, sensorimotor, parietal,
subcortical, cerebellum

•
•
•

•

Intra-individual variability in
mobility

Overall slowing
e.g. poorer physical and
cognitive performance; &
faster decline

Other factors:
Demographics: age, sex
Cardiopulmonary system
Peripheral nervous system:
Sensory, vision, vestibular,
proprioception
Musculoskeletal system:
Joint.muscle

1.1 Lower focal WM microstructural integrity is associated with
slower walking speed.
•

Lower fractional anisotropy in the inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus, the uncinate fasciculus, the body and the splenium
of the corpus callosum was associated with slower walking
speed (n=502). Associations were independent of age, sex,
height, and weight. (Mean age = 68 yrs)

β (95% CI), p-value

Tian et al. 2015 (under review)

1.2 Greater atrophy in the entorhinal cortex was prospectively
associated with slower walking speed.
On average 13 years from baseline MRI

Annual assessment of brain structure by MRI

1994

Walking speed by 400-m and 6-m walk

2003

2007

2014

Greater atrophy in the entorhinal cortex was associated with longer time to complete 400m (β=0.0002, p=0.002), and with slower gait speed at a usual pace (β=0.033, p=0.018) and slower gait
speed at a fast pace (β=0.027, p=0.001).
Time to complete 400-m (n=64)
time
Time*interval
Middle frontal
gyrus
Hippocampus
Parahippocampus

Entorhinal cortex
Perirhinal cortex

-0.002 (0.006)
0.702
-0.000 (0.001)
0.868
-0.001 (0.001)
0.502
0.0005 (0.0008)
0.5017
-0.0008 (0.001)
0.386

Usual gait speed on 6-m (n=96)
gait speed
speed*interval
β (SE), p-value
-0.000 (0.000)
2.568 (1.170)
0.144 (0.096)
0.201
0.031
0.136
0.000 (0.000)
0.138 (0.200)
-0.011 (0.015)
0.284
0.484
0.466
0.000 (0.000)
-0.025 (0.125)
0.018 (0.012)
0.134
0.845
0.145
-0.0002 (0.0001)
-0.213 (0.146)
0.033 (0.014)
0.0022
0.148
0.018
-0.0001 (0.0001)
0.097 (0.194)
0.019 (0.019)
0.1701
0.620
0.312

Fast gait speed on 6-m (n=94)
gait speed
speed*interval
1.125 (0.775)
0.150
-0.018 (0.130)
0.889
-0.027 (0.081)
0.738
-2.082 (0.095)
0.031
0.131 (0.127)
0.308

0.073 (0.057)
0.204
-0.003 (0.009)
0.763
0.007 (0.008)
0.329
0.027 (0.008)
0.001
0.020 (0.011)
0.075

Tian et al. (in preparation)

1.3 Greater atrophy in the entorhinal cortex was prospectively
associated with faster decline in walking speed.
On average 13 years from baseline MRI

Annual assessment of brain structure by MRI

1994

Walking speed by 400-m and 6-m walk

2003

2007

2014

Greater atrophy in the entorhinal cortex was associated with greater increase in time to complete
400m (β, p=), and with greater decline in usual gait speed (β=0.033, p=0.018).
Change in time to complete 400m
slope
slope*interval
Middle frontal
gyrus
Hippocampus
Parahippocampus

Entorhinal cortex
Perirhinal cortex

0.044 (0.048)
0.359
0.007 (0.007)
0.319
0.005 (0.004)
0.286
0.006 (0.006)
0.324
0.010 (0.008)
0.188

-0.003 (0.003)
0.307
0.0004 (0.0005)
0.465
0.0001 (0.0004)
0.812
-0.001 (0.001)
0.041
-0.0001 (0.001)
0.894

Decline in usual gait speed
slope
slope*interval
β (SE), p-value
11.626 (39.218)
-0.461 (3.084)
0.768
0.882
2.473 (6.438)
-0.840 (0.462)
0.702
0.073
-0.326 (4.084)
-0.257 (0.385)
0.937
0.507
-3.011 (4.810)
1.049 (0.433)
0.533
0.018
7.143 (6.301)
0.224 (0.596)
0.261
0.708

Decline in fast gait speed
slope
Slope*interval
-6.463 (13.730)
0.639
0.304 (1.453)
0.835
0.304 (1.453)
0.835
-1.576 (1.691)
0.354
-1.365 (2.274)
0.550

1.049 (1.082)
0.336
0.066 (0.142)
0.642
0.066 (0.142)
0.642
0.198 (0.161)
0.223
0.183 (0.215)
0.398

Tian et al. (in preparation)

2. Neural correlates of walking variability

Central nervous system:
Frontal, sensorimotor, parietal,
subcortical, cerebellum

•
•
•
•

Intra-individual variability in
mobility

Overall slowing
e.g. poorer physical and
cognitive performance; &
faster decline

Other factors:
Demographics: age, sex
Cardiopulmonary system
Peripheral nervous system:
Sensory, vision, vestibular,
proprioception
Muscle skeletal system: Joint

2.1 Lower focal WM microstructural integrity was associated
with higher walking variability (laptime variation ( sd in seconds)
across 10 laps of the 400 meter walk)).
•

Lower fractional anisotropy in the uncinate fasciculus, the body
and the splenium of the corpus callosum was associated with
higher lap time variation (n=502). Associations were
independent of age, sex, height, and weight.

β (95% CI), p-value

Figures prepared by Venkatraman, V.

Tian et al. 2015 (under review)

2.2.1 Lower GM microstructural integrity was associated with
higher walking variability.
•

Gray matter mean diffusivity in selected regions of interest added
significant contribution to lap time variation, over and beyond age,
sex, height, and weight (n=451). Age ≥ 50 yrs

Tian et al. (in preparation)

2.2.2 Lower focal GM microstructural integrity was associated
with higher walking variability.
•

•

•

Higher gray matter mean diffusivity
in the precuneus, the anterior and
middle cingulate cortices was
strongly associated with high lap
time variation.
Associations persisted after
adjustment for age, sex, height,
weight, health conditions, and
mean lap time.
These integrating areas subserve a
variety of behavioral functions.

Figures prepared by Venkatraman, V.

Tian et al. (in preparation)

3. Associations between variability and slowing, cross-sectionally and
longitudinally

Central nervous system:
Frontal, sensorimotor, parietal,
subcortical, cerebellum

•
•
•

•

Intra-individual variability in
mobility

Overall slowing
e.g. poorer physical and
cognitive performance; &
faster decline

Other factors:
Demographics: age, sex
Cardiopulmonary system
Peripheral nervous system:
Sensory, vision, vestibular,
proprioception
Muscuoskeletal system:
Joint,muscle

3.1.1 Higher lap time variation was cross-sectionally associated with poorer
psychomotor speed, measured by Trail Making Test – part A

Tian et al. (2015) Age and Ageing

3.1.2 Higher lap time variation appeared to be associated with poorer
cognitive function involved with cognitive flexibility in faster walkers only.

•

Fast walkers

Significant variation-by-speed interactions on TMT-part B, Delta TMT,
and Digit symbol substitution test

Digit symbol substitution test

Delta TMT (B minus A)

Trail Making Test-part B

Slow walkers

Tian et al. (2015) Age and Ageing

3.2 Higher lap time variation was prospectively associated with greater
increase in Trail Making Test – part B, and Delta TMT (B-A)

Repeated measures of cognitive function

2007

2014

Lap time
variation by
400m

n
Trail A

662

Trail B

645

Delta TMT

645

DSST

741

Lap time variation
variation*interval
β (SE), p-value
2.204 (1.115)
0.257 (0.355)
0.048
0.471
-0.511 (4.091)
3.360 (0.976)
0.901
<0.001
-0.725 (3.564)
2.918 (0.970)
0.839
0.003
-0.358 (0.927)
-0.144 (0.164)
0.700
0.380

Model: cognition = intercept + age_at_baseline + sex + mean lap time +
interval + age0*interval + sex*interval + variation + variation*interval

Tian et al. (in preparation)

4. WM –> variability -> speed

Central nervous system:
Frontal, sensorimotor, parietal,
subcortical, cerebellum

•
•
•
•

Intra-individual variability in
mobility

Overall slowing
e.g. poorer physical and
cognitive performance; &
faster decline

Other factors:
Demographics: age, sex
Cardiopulmonary system
Peripheral nervous system:
Sensory, vision, vestibular,
proprioception
Muscle skeletal system: Joint

4. WM – Walking speed, mediated by walking variability

Tian et al. 2015 (under review)

Efficiency

Brach New Direction: Smoothness
Harmonic Ratio: Effects of age and task
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Smoothness, Gait Efficiency and the Energy Cost of Walking
• Efficiency depends on optimal use of momentum
and stored energy from the passive elements
(pendulum effects) of movement cycles:
pendulum base is foot during stance and hip
during swing
• Changes in pace and stride length decrease
energy efficiency
• There is a U shaped curve relating gait speed to
energy use with an optimal nadir for gait
efficiency. Slowing beyond optimal pace increases
energy cost
Energy cost

stance

swing

Gait speed

Age, Gait Disorders and Gait
Efficiency
•
•
•
•

Age and gait disorders decrease gait efficiency
With age, energy cost is higher at any gait speed
Nadir for optimal efficiency moves to the left
Can examine effect of biomechanical and motor control
abnormalities on energy cost and efficiency
• Variability and loss of smoothness of movement are
contributors to loss of efficiency….

Energy cost

Gait speed

RESERVE

Dual tasks assess brain reserve
• Dual task paradigm: compares performance
on a single task to performance when also
performing a second task. Decrements in
performance are due to competition for brain
resources (attention, processing) and can
differ depending on the type of tasks.

The Cognition-Mobility Interface (COMBINE) is Associated
with Cerebral Amyloid Deposition in Older Adults without
Cognitive or Mobility Impairment.
Neelesh K. Nadkarni, Oscar Lopez, Stephanie A. Studenski, Beth E. Snitz,
Subashan Perera, Ann D. Cohen, Chester A. Mathis, Robert Nebes, and William E.
Klunk.
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BACKGROUND and HYPOTHESIS:
• Cognition and mobility are centrally integrated and functionally interrelated.
• The cognition-mobility interface (COMBINE) can be assessed by measuring the
magnitude of change in performance of the two functions when performed at
the same time relative to their performance measured separately.

• Tests of the COMBINE can serve as “stress-tests” to detect impending decline in
well-functioning older adults and could therefore relate to amyloid deposition
and neurodegeneration.

AIM:
The objective was to assess if changes in gait speed
while performing four cognitive tasks is related to
amyloid deposition and glucose metabolism in older
adults without cognitive impairment and mobility
problems.

METHODS: Participants
Inclusion
criteria:

● Age: 65 to 85 yrs
● Walk independently,
without use of assistive
devices
● PET and MRI in the previous
18 months
● Met criteria for “cognitively
unimpaired” based on
parent study criteria
(“Amyloid Pathology and Cognition
in Normal Elderly Study”,
5R37AG025516, PI: Klunk)

Exclusion
criteria:

o Prior falls
o Slow gait speed (< 0.6 m/sec)
o Significant hearing or visual
impairment.
o Diagnosis of a neurological
conditions, brain injury or any
significant health condition
that could interfere with
mobility.
o Poor resting performance on
experimental cognitive tasks (<
90%).

METHODS: Gait assessment : Regular walk
& the COMBINE
• Gait speed was assessed in regular walking condition and while
performing cognitive tasks. “….. walk at you most comfortable
pace …on a stroll”
• Gait Mat II: 8m long instrumented walkway.
• The primary variable of interest was change in regular gait
speed while performing four cognitive tasks: 1) motorsequencing, 2) working memory, 3) response-inhibition and 4)
while dialing a phone.
• COMBINE assessments were blinded to participants’ imaging
and vice versa.

METHODS: Cognitive tasks: Regular & the
COMBINE
• Cognitive tasks performed while standing and
while walking:
– Motor sequencing: Luria Motor Sequences
task
– Working Memory: 2-back verbal paradigm
– Response inhibition: Go- No go task
– cellphone dialing task: an ecologically valid
task
• Instructions included task accuracy and RT.
• COMBINE: did not dictate any task prioritization.
• Order of tasks was randomized.

METHODS: PET imaging
• Fibrillar Aβ burden:
– [11C]PiB (15 mCi)
– 30 min PiB-PET study (6x300 sec frames)
– Acquisition: 40-70 min post-injection.

• High-Aβ (PiB(+)) and low-Aβ (PiB(-)) groups,
defined on standardized PiB SUVR cutoffs of
global six regions of interest.

RESULTS: Sample Characteristics
Whole
group
N=28
Age (yrs)

PiB (+)
N=16

PiB (-)
N=12

p-value for
Aβ group
difference
s

75.2 ± 5.7 75.9 ± 5.01 74.8 ± 6.6

0.60

Women (n,%)

14 (50%)

8 (50%)

6(55%)

0.58

Education (yrs)

14.7

15 ± 2.8

15.4 ± 2.6

0.74

BMI (kg/m2)

26.4 ± 4.2

27 ± 3.8

25 ± 5.0

0.33

Comorbidity Index

3.0 ± 1.4

3.1 ± 1.4

2.7 ± 1.4

0.41

MOCA

26.2 ± 2.5

26.5 ± 2.5

25.9 ± 2.6

0.59

DSST

54 ± 13

51.7 ± 12.2

59 ± 14

0.24

SPPB

11 ± 1.5

10.2 ± 1.7

11.4 ± 1.1

0.08

Grip Strength (cm2)

50.2 ± 18

35.6 ± 18.4 37.4 ± 15.6

0.69

UPDRS

2.6 ± 2.4

3.7 ± 2.8

3.4 ± 2.1

0.70

MOCA: Montreal Cognitive Assessment; DSST: Digit Symbol Substitution Test;
SPPB: Short Physical Performance Battery; UPDRS: Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale

PiB Group Differences in Gait Speed (m/sec) across
Walking Conditions.
pvalue

PiB (+)

PiB (-)

Regular Walk
(without concurrent
task)

1.14 ±
0.16

1.16 ± 0.21

0.75

Response inhibition
(Go No-go task)

0.94 ±
0.25

1.11 ± 0.26

0.08

Working memory
(2-back task)

0.88 ±
0.22

1.04 ± 0.25

0.11

Simple Motor
sequencing
(Open & close hands)
Complex Motor
Sequencing
(Luria Motor Task)

1.03 ±
0.22

1.3 ± 0.9

0.012

0.75 ±
0.24

0.98 ± 0.15

0.027

Dialing a phone

0.74 ±
0.19

0.89 ± 0.20

0.06

CONCLUSIONS:
• The COMBINE is related to dynamic changes in the aging
brain.
• Amyloid burden is associated with slower gait speed
during multitasking.
• Amyloidosis may play an important role in deficits in the
COMBINE.
• Tasks of COMBINE could serve as “stress-test” of the brain
used to pre-screen vulnerable older adults for clinical
amyloid imaging.
• The relationship between the COMBINE and glucose
metabolism remains unclear.

Motor Learning and Aging

Evidence in Aging
(most data is in healthy young and in clinical or rehab
populations)

• Motor skill acquisition is slower in older
people
• Motor skill acquisition is affected by working
memory in older adults

Kennedy KM 2008

Rationale for BLSA Projects in
Development
• Most studies to date are cross sectional
whereas BLSA can develop longitudinal data
• BLSA can begin to identify the earliest changes
that lead to subsequent poor performance
• BLSA can link to cutting-edge imaging
• BLSA can link to biomarker development

BLSA Gait lab project
Energy cost and smoothness
(with Woie-Nan Bair and J Meusch)

Aims
1. What is the best way to assess smoothness?
2. Does smoothness contribute to energy efficiency of movement?
3. Do changes in smoothness across walking conditions affect energy
efficiency?
4. What is the role of the CNS in smoothness and efficiency?
Methods
1. Smoothness data acquired from accelerometer and COM from motion
analysis
2. Processed using Harmonic Ratios and newer methods such as
Normalized Jerk Cost
3. Evaluate associations between smoothness and efficiency under
multiple walking conditions (normal, fast, dual task, narrow)
4. Examine influence of brain structure and cognition on these
relationships

BDNF pilot: Rationale
with M Mattson, S Resnick, J Mattison, D Kapogiannis, T Tanaka, L Ferrucci
•

•

•

•
•
•

BDNF acts through its receptor trkB
to promote neuronal health, synaptic
plasticity, NMJ and long term
potentiation
Studies of peripheral blood BDNF
level associations with cognition,
movement, learning, exercise and
aging have been mixed.
Recently the precursor proBDNF has
been found to have effects
antagonistic to BDNF, especially by
inhibiting potentiation and
promoting apoptosis.
A short form of trkB (truncated
trKB)binds to and inhibits BDNF
function.
Only recently have assays been able
to distinguish BDNF from proBDNF
A BDNF polymorphism VAl66Met
alters the ratio of proBDNF to BDNF
and has been variably associated
with indicators of synaptic plasticity.

Marosi and Mattson 2014

BDNF pilot: AIMS
• Assess agreement among circulating and CSF levels of three
signaling molecules (BDNF, proBDNF and truncated trkB) in
ongoing clinical trials at the NIA Clinical Research Core.
• In BLSA, assess the effect of the Val66Met polymorphism
on circulating levels of the three molecules
• In BLSA, evaluate potential relationships among the three
molecules and the polymorphism against neurological and
muscle function as well as gait and cognition.
• In the 25 year NIA primate trial of caloric restriction,
compare levels and relationships among the three
molecules.

fMRI of motor learning and reaction
time variability (with D Reiter, S Resnick, Teresa Tian et al)
AIMS
1. Integrate studies of motor learning and
variability into neuroimaging at BLSA
2. Refine protocol for studying the effect of age
and brain health on regional activation patterns
during simple and complex reaction time tasks
and motor sequence learning.
3. Relate these findings to BLSA data on fitness,
gait lab, cognition and neurological examination

Summary
• Thinking and Moving are
intimately related, affected by
aging, are major sources of
late life disability and may
share underlying causal
processes
• The intramural program at
NIA can identify collaborative
efforts to study the shared
causes of age-related changes
in cognition and movement

